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Here is a thread of all the stocks i have kept in watchlist over this weekend upon

which i have made immediate tradeplan. All charts are posted with the logics

behind it.

Price under compression and revisited the exhaution gap where it found demand

#kotakbank

1/17

Price went abv the VAH with high momentum and fell back to take support of it. It looks to have bounced off there. Ideally it 

should continue go north from here 

#marico
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2/17

price found excellent demand upon the reversal of polarity

#bajfinance

3/17



price made a double bottom pattern and rallied to breakabv the first resistance. It took a minor puase and looks ready to go

up from here

#gujgasltd

4/17

finding demand upon testing the past resistance level which broke few days back #bajajfinsv

5/17



Inv. H&S at the bottom and retested the neckline after breaking it #srtransfin

6/17

Price hovering around past resistance elve after breaking it. It should be absrbing the remaining supply here. #balkrisind

7/17



Price is breaking abv the smooth accumulation from the bottom #boschltd

8/17

Price was moving with too many overlappinf candles to the recent high. Price went to test any supply in it. End up as

shakeout #cumminsind

9/17



Humongous move upon news and back to test the past resistance here

#hdfclife

10/17

Price just strted rallying after a Stage 1 base breakout. Pullback to 20SMA usually find demand

#Lauruslabs

11/17



tight accumulation at the bottom and price ismkving away from that range now #mothersumi

12/17

trend is reversed already as its broke away from bear channel. A huge volume candle withno follow through at all on

downside should brong strong demand in it

#sbicard

13/17



Price claearly has sselling climax at bottom with high volatilie candles. A minor pullback to the SC region found demand and

at present retesting the tight price region it has at recent swing low

#mrf

14/17



Huge break away gap which neither found demand nor it found supply. Its at the bottom of the range now where it might

bounce off

#zeel

15/17

My standard entry technique is to go long in the scrips from watchlist when it goes abv the high of signal candle With recent

trend confirmation point as the SL. This i have demonstrated in many of my past tweets.
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